
MY HIDDEN 901 
Chapter 901: Ling Yan Loses Her Wariness 

 

At the Gu residence in Country A. 

It had been a week since the appointed time and the owner of the Nine-Eyed Pearl that Gu Siting had 

been waiting for still hadn’t appeared. 

Although the Gu family had been sending people to look for him, the other party’s whereabouts were 

mysterious. They had never found any news about that person. 

Therefore, Gu Siting could only wait for the person to contact him. 

This kind of waiting made him very anxious, but there was nothing he could do. 

However, Ling Yan’s initial anxiety turned into relief. 

Ji Fang did not stay long at the Gu family home. She packed her things and was ready to leave Country A. 

Gu Siting did not let her stay in the Gu family, so she called her daughter almost every morning to 

confirm her condition. 

However, compared to the anxiety and fear from a few days ago, Ling Yan had calmed down. 

When Ji Fang called early in the morning, she decided to meet her in person. After all, some things were 

not convenient to talk about over the phone. 

Ji Fang had been on tenterhooks for many days. When she saw that her daughter was fine, she could not 

help but hug her. 

“I thought we would never see each other again.” 

Ling Yan looked at her mother and smiled. 

“Don’t worry, nothing happened. I think we were just worrying too much.” 

She also thought that the owner of the Nine-Eyed Pearl would show up and tell Gu Siting that Gu 

Weiwei was still alive. 

She even had nightmares for days. She dreamed that Gu Weiwei was back, that she pointed at her nose 

and said that she was the murderer who killed her and that she was going to dig out her heart to pay for 

it. 

However, so many days had passed since the agreed time, and the Nine-Eyed Heavenly Pearl’s owner 

had yet to appear. 

“Are you saying that Gu Siting has no idea about Gu Weiwei if that person doesn’t show up?” Ji Fang 

asked in surprise. 



“If he knew, would I have come out to see you like this?” Ling Yan let out a sigh of relief and said, “It’s 

because we have a guilty conscience that we believe in the supernatural. It’s good enough if a person 

dies, how can they still be alive in this world?” 

Gu Weiwei had been dead for so long and had been lying in the crystal coffin in the cellar. She would not 

be able to come back to life if her heart was gone. 

When Ji Fang heard her words, although she was relieved, she was still worried. 

“Although he didn’t appear, we still have to be careful.” 

Ling Yan looked around and whispered, “Mom, I think that Gu Siting can’t accept Gu Weiwei’s death, so 

he thought that she would still be alive.” 

There was no such thing as the owner of the Nine-Eyed Pearl, nor anything about Gu Weiwei being alive. 

It was all his imagination. 

And she thought that it was true because Gu Weiwei died because of her and also because of Mu 

Weiwei’s movie. 

“But Mu Weiwei... is too suspicious,” Ji Fang said. 

Even now, when she recalled the scene in the movie, she could not help but have goosebumps. 

Ling Yan, on the other hand, was very open-minded. “It’s just a movie. Most people would act that way 

in that kind of movie.” 

If Mu Weiwei was still alive, she would have identified her as the murderer long ago, instead of waiting 

for Gu Siting to find her. 

She was also shocked that she had believed in such a ridiculous thing. 

“But...” Ji Fang felt that something was still wrong. 

There were so many suspicious points before, but because that person did not appear, they were all too 

vague now. 

Chapter 902: Can’t Take It Easy 

“Mom, we are finally free, let’s not talk about Gu Weiwei anymore.” 

Ling Yan cut her off. She did not want to mention this name that had made her unable to eat or sleep. 

Because of that brainless matter, she had stopped working recently and was on tenterhooks every day. 

However, these two days, she thought about it again. Perhaps she had really thought too much. If 

someone died, so be it. How could they still remain in this world? 

“Yanyan, this is such a big matter. We can’t let our guard down. That person hasn’t appeared yet, but it 

doesn’t mean that he won’t appear in the future,” Ji Fang said worriedly. 

It was rare for Ling Yan to relax and enjoy the food that Ji Fang had ordered. 



“Mom, Gu Siting has been sending people to look for the owner of the Nine-Eyed Pearl. Even the people 

from the Dorrans Family are looking for him. They have been looking for him for half a year, but they 

haven’t found anything.” 

Ji Fang nodded thoughtfully. “That’s true.” 

“They’ve been looking for him for so long, but they still can’t find him. Is there really such a person in 

this world?” Ling Yan asked with a smile. 

The Gu Family and the Dorrans Family’s information network was not any worse than the national 

authorities. The person they had not found after so long was either dead or did not exist. 

Ji Fang thought about what she said and vaguely felt that it made sense. 

“It’s indeed strange that they can’t find him even after searching for so long.” 

“Also, I have asked the servants of the Gu Family and none of them have seen the owner of the Nine-

Eyed Pearl that Gu Siting was talking about.” Ling Yan cut a piece of steak and put it into her mouth as 

she said in relief, “Maybe Gu Siting made up this lie to stop Cayman Dorrans from taking Gu Weiwei’s 

body, so that he could keep Gu Weiwei’s body.” 

“Now that you mention it, it’s possible,” Ji Fang muttered. 

A person that no one had seen before, a supernatural being that read the stars and predicted the future, 

there was nothing real at all. 

They felt guilty and scared, thinking that everything was real. 

“After Cayman Dorrans believed his words, he locked the crystal coffin with a special device, so that he 

could not open it to take Gu Weiwei’s body away,” Ling Yan said. 

So when she thought about it carefully, she realized that everything was just a lie made up by Gu Siting 

who wanted to keep Gu Weiwei’s body and send Cayman Dorrans away. 

Now that the person he was talking about had not appeared, he started to panic. 

Ji Fang absentmindedly ate some food and looked at Ling Yan who had completely relaxed. 

“Yanyan, I think it’s good that you think this way, but it’s not good for us if it’s wrong, so I’d rather 

believe it.” 

What she said seemed to make sense, but in the end, it was only her own guess. 

After all, they had already discovered too many suspicious things. 

Especially Mu Weiwei, who seemed to know something. 

“Mom, are we going to live in fear forever?” Ling Yan sighed. 

Over the past few days, she had been suppressing her fear day by day until she almost went crazy. 

Will asked her to take the Nine-Eyed Pearl away, but Gu Siting never opened the crystal coffin, so she 

could not touch it. 



She had been influenced by Gu Siting’s ridiculous thoughts recently and thought that she was about to 

die every day. 

She finally heaved a sigh of relief. She did not want to live a life of fear and anxiety anymore. 

Chapter 903: I Won’t End the Engagement 

Ji Fang looked at her daughter and swallowed her words of worry. 

She was on the verge of breaking down these few days, not to mention that her daughter was living 

alone in the Gu Family. It was probably even more difficult for her. 

“Are you going back to the Gu residence later?” 

“Of course, I don’t want to break the engagement just like that,” Ling Yan said unwillingly. 

The whole world knew that she was engaged to Gu Siting and that she was going to be Mrs. Gu. 

But he wanted to break off the engagement because of Gu Weiwei who had been dead for so long. She 

had already won when she was alive, so how could she give up now because of a dead person? 

“Yanyan, Gu Siting does not care about you at all. He was with you because he hated Gu Weiwei, and 

now he wants to kick you away because of Gu Weiwei. He would not cherish you even if you stayed by 

his side.” Ji Fang tried to persuade her. 

He had been nice to her before because she had Gu Weiwei’s heart. He thought that Gu Weiwei’s heart 

was still alive and that Gu Weiwei was still with him. 

However, he no longer cared about that. 

She had already gotten her heart. There was no need for her to waste her time with Gu Siting who did 

not love her at all. 

“But Gu Weiwei is already dead. Everything will be fine after some time,” Ling Yan said firmly. 

Gu Weiwei was already dead and she was the only one who could stay by his side. 

“Yanyan!” Ji Fang looked at her stubborn daughter, feeling angry and heartbroken. 

It was not easy for her to survive the heart transplant, but she still insisted on staying by Gu Siting’s side. 

Even if Gu Siting really married her, she couldn’t guarantee that Gu Weiwei’s death would not be 

exposed to Gu Siting for the rest of her life. 

If she said even one thing wrong in her sleep, Gu Siting would suspect her and even kill her. 

“Mother, I know what I want and what I’m doing.” Ling Yan reached out to hold her mother’s hand and 

said resolutely, “I want to survive because I want to be with him. As long as there’s a glimmer of hope, I 

won’t give up.” 

Ji Fang did not listen to her and had no choice but to compromise. 

“Then you have to promise me. If there’s anything wrong with the Gu family, inform me immediately. 

I’ve prepared everything. We can leave Country A anytime.” 



Ling Yan hugged her mother excitedly. 

“Mom, thank you. I always knew you were on my side. No matter what I do, I still have you by my side.” 

If she was alone, she felt that she would not be able to hold on. 

“You’re my daughter. Of course I’m on your side.” Ji Fang sighed. 

Even though she had violated her conscience and even violated the law, as her mother, she could only 

stand by her side and accompany her. 

Whether or not the secret of Gu Weiwei’s death could be kept hidden, the mother and daughter were 

already tied together. 

After a while, Ling Yan released Ji Fang and looked at the time. 

“Mom, I have to get ready to go back.” 

“Remember what I said. If anything goes wrong, inform me immediately.” Ji Fang instructed worriedly. 

If they really couldn’t escape, she would accompany her at the last moment. 

Even if it meant death, she could not let her go alone. 

“Got it, Mom.” 

Ling Yan waved at her and got into the car, preparing to head back to the Gu residence. 

On the way home, she even went to buy the Qi Feng cake that Gu Siting used to like. 

Chapter 904: The Master of the Nine-Eyed Heavenly Pearl 

After finishing his work at the company, Gu Siting got into the car and got ready to go home. 

Because he hadn’t had a good rest for the past few days, his eyes were very red. 

Kuroda Shio closed the car door and got into the driver’s seat. He looked at the exhausted and haggard 

person in the backseat through the rearview mirror. 

“President Gu, do you want to buy some sleeping pills? You haven’t been feeling well recently.” 

He knew that because the person he had promised to meet had not appeared, he had been anxious for 

many days. 

Coupled with the company’s work, his physical condition was not very good. 

Gu Siting massaged his temples and asked, “Is there still no news about the person I asked you to find?” 

“Not yet,” Kuroda Shio replied. 

Honestly speaking, it was impossible for him to find the person whom he was referring to. 

None of them had seen the Nine-Eyed Heavenly Pearl’s owner before, and so they did not know what he 

looked like. 



He only told them that he was a Chinese man with black hair and pale skin. There were no other 

mentioned characteristics. 

There were so many black-haired Chinese men. Where could they find the one they were looking for? 

Gu Siting let out a deep sigh. It had been almost half a month and the person who should have come to 

find him had not shown up. 

If he could not get any more information about Weiwei, Cayman Dorrans would come to A Land, and he 

would not hesitate to bring her back this time. 

Kuroda Shio looked behind him through the rearview mirror. He knew that it was because that person 

had yet to appear and tell him about Miss Weiwei. 

However, no one had seen the person he was talking about. 

In fact, he didn’t even know if that person really existed. 

Was it because he couldn’t accept Miss Weiwei’s death that he thought she could still live? 

Thus, as time passed, he began to believe that it was true. 

After all, what he said was too shocking for ordinary people to actually believe. 

However, he had firmly believed it the entire time, and was waiting for the so-called Nine-Eyed Heavenly 

Pearl’s master. 

Although he suspected that there was no master of the Nine-Eyed Heavenly Pearl, he knew that even if 

he said it now, Gu Siting would not be able to listen to him. 

Gu Siting looked at the passing scenery outside the car window. His eyes were dead and still, as if 

nothing could break the silence. 

The two of them returned to the Gu residence. Ling Yan, who had been waiting in the living room for 

him to get off work every day, had finally stopped showing up today. 

Kuroda Shio asked the butler, “Where is Miss Ling Yan?” 

“She went out in the afternoon,” the butler said truthfully. 

“Did she go shopping or move out?” Kuroda Shio asked. 

Previously, President Gu had mentioned canceling the engagement, but this Miss Ling had still stayed in 

the Gu family and refused to leave. It seemed like she was unwilling to accept the ending of the 

engagement. 

“Her luggage is still in the room. She just went out,” the butler replied. 

Gu Siting was not in the mood to listen anymore and was ready to go upstairs. 

“A letter was delivered today, sir,” the butler recalled, removing the envelope from his collar pocket. 

“Someone said it was addressed to you.” 

“For me.” Gu Siting took the envelope and was a bit surprised. 



In an era where communication was so advanced, did anyone still need to write to him? 

He took the letter upstairs to the study and tore open the envelope, only to discover that it was a 

handwritten letter. 

The content of the letter was very simple: I have some matters to attend to. Please postpone our 

meeting for a month. Please forgive me. I will definitely visit you before the end of the month. 

There was only one word at the bottom of the letter, signing it off: Gu. 

Gu Siting’s hands trembled as he held the letter. He remembered that the man... the Chinese man who 

had given him the Nine-Eyed Pearl was also surnamed Gu. 

Chapter 905: The Master of the Nine-Eyed Heavenly Pearl 2 

Kuroda Shio came in with a cup of calming tea and was slightly surprised when he saw his expression. 

“Is there... a problem with the letter?” 

“No problem.” 

Gu Siting put away the letter and locked it in the safe under the desk. 

There was no news of that person, nor did he appear. 

He almost thought that he could no longer wait for him to appear or wait to hear news of him. 

In fact, he even suspected whether or not he had been tricked back then. That Nine-Eyed Heavenly Pearl 

simply did not possess such miraculous power. 

Hence, that person would never appear again to tell him where she was. 

Although this letter came a little late, it also gave him some reassurance. 

At the very least, it would let him know that there was an end to his waiting. And the end of his waiting 

would also be the outcome he wanted. 

Kuroda Shio put down the calming tea and asked with a smile, “It’s the person you’re looking for, right? 

Any news?” 

“Yes, I have news.” 

Gu Siting took a sip of the tea and finally relaxed. 

Kuroda Shio was stunned. The letter from the Nine-Eyed Heavenly Pearl’s master, did that mean... that 

everything was possible? 

Although he found it unbelievable, he also knew that this was not a question he should ask about out of 

curiosity. 

“Then... should we arrange for someone to look for him?” 

Gu Siting stayed silent for a moment and then said, “Continue searching.” 

Cayman Dorrans had sent someone to keep an eye on him, probably to see if he met with Mr. Gu. 



He didn’t want him to find Vivi again so if he asked someone to stop searching at this point, the men 

from Cayman Dorrans would definitely notice. 

It was better to keep looking for it was really just a show for Cayman Dorrans, to make his people think 

he had no news yet. 

In that case, if that person came to meet him, it would not attract too much attention. 

“Yes.” Kuroda Shio nodded. 

They had just finished talking, when someone knocked on the study door. 

Kuroda Shio opened the door and Ling Yan came in with two slices of cake on a plate. 

“Brother Siting, I bought your favorite Qi Feng cake.” 

Gu Siting looked at the cake on the plate and was stunned for a moment. Instead of eating it, he picked 

up the document that Kuroda Shio brought back. 

He did not like that Qi Feng cake, but Weiwei had liked it when she was younger. He often bought it for 

her, and as time passed, he also fell in love with it. 

Ling Yan stood at the side. Seeing that he had no intention of eating, she pursed her lips and asked 

weakly, “Brother Siting, I bought this especially for you. Can you please have some?” 

Gu Siting looked down at the document and asked, “When will you move back to the Ling Family?” 

“I won’t go back, and I won’t break off the engagement with you.” Ling Yan’s eyes reddened with 

grievance. 

He mentioned breaking off the engagement, but she did not agree. 

If she left this place and returned to the Ling family, it would mean that she had agreed to annul the 

engagement. 

“You can’t become even Mrs. Ling if you stay here,” Gu Siting said coldly. 

There was no trace of Weiwei in her. 

“Brother Siting, what’s wrong with you? What did I do wrong? Why did you call off the engagement just 

like that?” As Ling Yan spoke, she started crying. 

Gu Siting said without even looking up, “You didn’t do anything wrong. I just figured out that I shouldn’t 

have proposed to you.” 

He had once thought that with her by his side, he would be able to forget. 

However, reality proved that he couldn’t do it. 

Chapter 906: Living With a License is Different 

China, Imperial Capital. 



Gu Weiwei and Fu Hanzheng, who had just gotten their marriage certificate, felt very sweet while in 

contrast, the atmosphere in the Dorrans Family and the Gu Family was heavy. 

As a result, Fu Shiqin could not stand it anymore and moved in with Fu Shiyi. 

He complained to Fu Shiyi as he unpacked the things he had brought over. 

“Not only are the two of them at home every day, Sister-in-law is also accompanying our brother to 

work every day. She doesn’t even pay attention to the company.” 

“It’s not your first time eating their dog food. Are you still not used to it?” Fu Shiyi answered as he 

played a game. 

Fu Shiqin put down the box on the ground heavily. “What do you think? It is just a marriage certificate, 

why do they have to talk about love again?” 

Ever since they got their marriage certificate, the two of them had been acting lovey-dovey. 

At home, they would kiss and hug each other whenever there was a disagreement. They would call each 

other ‘husband’ and ‘wife’ non-stop, completely disregarding the mental and physical health of a single 

man like him. 

“Living with a license is different now.” Fu Shiyi answered casually. 

Fu Shiqin sat down on the sofa and mumbled with a frown, “No, I feel like our brother and sister-in-law 

have been hiding something from us recently.” 

“Do I have to tell you about the fun they have in the bedroom?” Fu Shiyi snorted. 

“It is not this, it is something else.” Fu Shiqin thought back to what he had noticed at Landscape Villa and 

said, “One day, I heard our brother telling sister-in-law that he would take care of everything and that 

she need not worry. Isn’t that weird?” 

Moreover, when Xu Qian told him about their marriage the other day, he was very happy to hear about 

it. However, when he thought about it carefully, he found it somewhat strange. 

Fu Shiyi finished playing the game, threw down the controller and patted Fu Shiqin’s shoulder. 

“That’s enough, Second Brother. You’re just not used to our brother getting married all of a sudden.” 

“F*ck you, I really feel that something is going on with our brother.” Fu Shiqin folded his arms and 

analyzed. “What does he mean he will take care of everything? What is it that he needs to be taken care 

of these days? And it is something that has worried sister-in-law. Sister-in-law has not been on TV 

recently, and even the scandal between you two has stopped making the headlines.” 

“So?” Fu Shiyi took a bite of the apple on the table and asked with interest. 

“What is it that our brother needs to deal with but does not want to disclose to us? Also, I asked Lei 

Meng but he did not know anything.” Fu Shiqin touched his head and mumbled, “Something is wrong 

with our family.” 



Fu Shiyi chewed the apple. “You are thinking too much. What if our brother, after getting his marriage 

license, now wants to play some new roles in the bedroom? Will we know about it?” 

“Can you not be so dirty-minded?” Fu Shiqin squinted at the man who was talking so casually. 

“Aren’t they trying to make a baby? It is normal that they are playing around behind our backs.” Fu Shiyi 

showed no intention of stopping. 

Fu Shiqin could not get through to him, so he got up and went to put away a box. 

“My sixth sense tells me something must be wrong.” 

Fu Shiyi leaned against the sofa and reminded Fu Shiqin. 

“Usually, only women have a sixth sense. Are you a woman?” 

With the box in his arms, Fu Shiqin gritted his teeth and asked, “Third Brother, do you want to fight?” 

Fu Shiyi said with a smile, “Then get lost, don’t stay with me.” 

He wondered who had begged him to let him move in with him yesterday? 

He had not even fully moved in and yet he wanted to start a fight with him? 

Chapter 907: Three People Living Together 

Fu Shiqin had just finished moving in his things but before he could tidy them up, He Chi arrived with 

some lobster kebabs. 

“Third Brother, clean up the table.” 

Then, he went into his room to change into his home clothes and shuffled back out in his slippers. 

Fu Shiqin came out of the room and was startled when he saw He Chi. 

“Don’t tell me you live here too.” 

“I have been staying here for a long time. It is close to the hospital, so I lived here before Fu Shiyi came 

along and moved in,” He Chi said and went into the dining room to enjoy his dinner. 

Fu Shiqin washed his hands and got ready to eat. 

“Second Brother, get some beer from the fridge,” He Chi pointed at the fridge and shouted at Fu Shiqin. 

Fu Shiqin opened the fridge and snorted when he saw the fridge full of alcohol. 

“Are you guys going to drink yourselves to death?” 

With that said, he took out three cans for them to drink. 

He Chi opened the can and snorted at Fu Shiqin. 

“Tell me, your brother and sister-in-law live together. Why were you joining in on the fun? You should 

have moved out long ago.” 



“Do you think I would be willing to live with them if I didn’t have work to discuss?” Fu Shiqin complained 

unhappily. 

Fu Shiyi squinted at him and also complained, “Cut it out. You’ve liked following our brother around 

since you were young. You’re like a tail.” 

Fu Shiqin took a sip of the beer and said in distress, “I’m serious. I really feel like our brother is hiding 

something from us.” 

Fu Shiyi said to He Chi in amusement, “His sixth sense.” 

“Isn’t it normal for your brother to hide something from you guys?” He Chi said while chewing on the 

kebab, “Didn’t you guys also hide something from him?” 

“No, I think it is something serious.” The more Fu Shiqin thought about it, the more suspicious he felt. 

The two of them rarely met his brother, so they didn’t think there was a problem. 

But when they went to work and got off work, they would see each other frequently and he could tell 

that something was wrong. 

“Alright, your brother is married. He’s not going to play with you anymore. You don’t have to be so 

disappointed.” He Chi patted his shoulder sympathetically and said, “Your brother is only telling your 

sister-in-law, right?” 

“Yes, they were discussing it secretly.” Fu Shiqin nodded. 

“That’s right.” He Chi put his hand on his shoulder and advised him earnestly, “To your brother, only his 

wife is his biological relation. You’re just adopted. You have to know your place, understand?” 

“Hell, you two just don’t trust me.” 

Fu Shiqin got annoyed. They still did not believe what he had said. 

Fu Shiyi could not stand him anymore and said, “If you’re so curious, ask our brother yourself.” 

At most, he would be beaten up by his brother. 

“If he hasn’t already told us, it will be useless to ask.” Fu Shiqin snorted. 

Anyway, he had been feeling that his brother and sister-in-law had been acting weird recently. Although 

they were still showing off their affection for each other, there was something wrong. 

“It’s fine if he doesn’t want to say it, but if he does want to say something, it will be the truth.” He Chi 

analyzed. 

Fu Shiqin nodded and thought that it made sense. He looked at Fu Shiyi and He Chi. 

“Then I’ll ask tomorrow?” 

“Go ahead.” Fu Shiyi agreed. 

Anyway, if he offended his brother, he would not be the unlucky one. 



“Really?” Fu Shiqin could not make up his mind. 

“Of course! Aren’t you our brother’s brother?” Fu Shiyi encouraged him. 

Hearing what they had said, Fu Shiqin decided to ask his brother tomorrow, so that he would not feel 

guilty. 

Chapter 908: Brother, Are You Hiding Something From Us? 

The three of them drank together and the next morning, both Fu Shiqin and He Chi woke up late. 

Xu Qian saw Fu Shiqin and informed him. 

“Second Master, Boss wants you to give him the report. Also... he said if you’re late, your salary will be 

deducted.” 

“I...” Fu Shiqin got so annoyed. 

Xu Qian said innocently, “It’s Boss’ idea.” 

Fu Shiqin took out the report, checked it and knocked on his brother’s office. 

“What have I ever said when you were late yourself? Yet you dock my pay as soon as I am late. I was so 

busy moving yesterday—” 

He was only late once and yet his salary was immediately deducted. His brother had been late so many 

times because of his relationship. And the last time he was at work he left to get married, he was too 

lazy to count how many times he had rescheduled things. 

Fu Hanzheng took over the report and said ruthlessly, “If you sit in my seat, you can dock my pay, too.” 

“I...” Fu Shiqin gritted his teeth. 

How infuriating. He couldn’t win against him. 

Fu Hanzheng looked up at the man who was still standing there. “Anything else?” 

Fu Shiqin thought of the conversation last night and thought for a moment. 

“Brother, I have something to ask you.” 

“Huh?” Fu Hanzheng answered and asked. 

“Brother, are you and sister-in-law... hiding something from us recently?” The moment Fu Shiqin said 

those words, he paid close attention to his brother’s movements and expression, trying to find some 

clues. 

However, Fu Hanzheng remained calm and did not even tremble when he was flipping through the files. 

“Who did you hear that from?” 

“No one said anything. I just feel that you are hiding something from us,” Fu Shiqin said honestly. 

At first glance, it was nothing. However, after thinking about the recent events, he felt that something 

was wrong. 



Why did his brother suddenly go to get married during work hours? He was not someone who would 

have such sudden thoughts. 

The marriage between him and his sister-in-law had been settled a long time ago. There was no need to 

rush it so quickly. 

Besides, why was his sister-in-law crying in the Civil Affairs Bureau? 

That day when they came back from the dinner at the old residence, the two of them secretly touched 

each other and said something. When they saw him, they immediately stopped talking. 

“You really know how to feel things, hmm?” Fu Hanzheng threw a funny look at him. 

“I heard what you said to sister-in-law the other day, that you would make the arrangements and that 

she should not worry,” Fu Shiqin said. 

Fu Hanzheng looked at the report he handed over and said casually, “Anthony Gustav is coming to the 

wedding. I’m afraid he’ll cause trouble. What’s wrong with making arrangements?” 

“...” Fu Shiqin blinked and said, “But... Lei Meng did not receive any arrangement details.” 

“I just have to ask the Swedish Royal Family to keep an eye on him, do you want me to send someone to 

watch him?” Fu Hanzheng countered. 

Fu Shiqin nodded. “Okay.” 

So this was the reason, he was worried for nothing. 

Anthony Gustav was coming to the wedding. That kid couldn’t have gotten upset at the news and now 

wants to come to the wedding to steal the bride, could he? No wonder his brother was worried. 

Having said the words, Fu Hanzheng looked up at him. 

“Anything else?” 

“No.” Fu Shiqin left after hearing these words. 

Fu Hanzheng let out a sigh of relief seeing the office door closed. 

He had always been very careful. How did this kid know? 

Fortunately, he managed to use Anthony Gustav as a shield. 

It was not that he and Fu Shiyi were untrustworthy, but they could not control their mouths and would 

expose the secret at the old mansion. 

Now that he had to keep an eye on the Gu family and handle the company matters, he really did not 

have the mood to explain this matter to them. 

Chapter 909: Third Brother, Do You Want to Die? 

The wedding was scheduled for the second month after Gu Weiwei’s birthday. 



Therefore, after they had registered their marriage for a week, Madam Fu prepared to head to Slovakia 

to prepare for the wedding. 

Fearing that they might get into trouble, Fu Hanzheng arranged his own business plane to send them 

there. 

Coincidentally, it was in the afternoon when they left, so everyone went to send them off together. 

Seeing more than ten boxes being loaded onto the plane, Fu Shiyi looked at his mother in disbelief. 

“You’re going to hold a wedding for sister-in-law, not move in, right?” 

“What do you know? Some things can’t be found over there, so I have to bring them with me.” Mrs. Fu 

glared at him. 

Gu Weiwei said in amusement, “Mom, call me if there’s anything else you need. We’ll bring it over.” 

“No need. I’ve brought everything I need. Don’t worry, I’ll definitely prepare a grand wedding for you,” 

Mrs. Fu said confidently. 

Fu Shiqin complained to Fu Shiyi, who was standing next to him, in a low voice, “I saw the wedding 

proposal that our mother put together. It is not a wedding, but a grand and ostentatious show!” 

There were all kinds of fresh flowers that needed to be air-delivered and all sorts of luxurious and high-

end decorations. All that was missing was a palanquin for his sister-in-law. 

“As long as they are happy.” Fu Shiyi laughed dryly. 

All these years, their biological mother had been looking forward to his brother’s wedding. She had long 

thought of thousands of plans for the wedding. That was why it was not easy for her to just let it be so-

so. Of course, she had to work hard. 

Mrs. Fu took hold of Gu Weiwei’s hand and glanced at Fu Hanzheng. 

“Actually, it’s best if you come with us. If we’re in the wrong place, you can tell us in time.” 

Fu Hanzheng said nothing, but took hold of Weiwei’s shoulders and expressed his objection in silence. 

“Mom, don’t even think about it. Our brother will never let sister-in-law go with you.” Fu Shiqin 

persuaded. 

Given their recent intimate behavior, his brother would never let his sister-in-law leave for more than 

ten days while he stayed alone in the country. 

Mrs. Fu let go of her hands helplessly and said to Gu Weiwei, “Call me anytime, if there’s anything.” 

Although she was very excited to prepare a wedding for them, she still tried her best to match her 

daughter-in-law’s wishes. 

“Got it, mom, take care of yourself over there, especially grandma.” Gu Weiwei reminded her gently. 

“Don’t worry, we have a private doctor with us.” Mrs. Fu smiled happily and said to Fu Hanzheng, “Don’t 

just focus on work, take good care of Weiwei.” 



“Mom, what are you talking about? Doesn’t he already know how to take care of his own wife?” Fu Shiyi 

snorted in amusement. 

His brother took better care of his sister-in-law than anyone else. Was there a need for her to worry? 

Mrs. Fu squinted at him and pulled a long face at Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin. 

“Both of you pack up and come to the wedding on time. Don’t embarrass your brother.” 

“Do I need to worry so much?” Fu Shiyi brushed his fringe proudly and said to his mother, “You should 

be worried about Second Brother, you should be asking him to lose some weight.” 

“You really want to start a war! Third Brother, do you want to die?” Fu Shiqin was furious after hearing 

himself being targeted again. 

He only moved in with him because he didn’t want to live alone. 

However, living under the same roof as him, he really wished that he could beat him up eight hundred 

times a day. He exuded such an annoying aura from head to toe. 

“If I don’t want to die, then do you want to move out of my home?” Fu Shiyi asked with a proud smile. 

Chapter 910: My Legs Turn Soft When I See the Bed 

When Mrs. Fu and the others got on the plane, Gu Weiwei asked the two brothers who were still 

arguing with each other, “Are you two coming over for dinner today?” 

“Yes!” Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin said at the same time. They had already eaten lunch at the nearby 

restaurants but still wanted to eat dinner with them. 

Gu Weiwei got into Fu Hanzheng’s car, closed the door and said, “Yuan Shuo said that he and Cayman 

are heading to Country A.” 

They also told her that they would try to stop Gu Siting from knowing about her. 

Fu Hanzheng had also arranged someone to keep an eye on the Gu Family, but he did not want Fu 

Shengying and the others to find out about it, so he did not ask Lei Meng to do it. 

However, doing so was not comprehensive enough and might not be effective. 

Yuan Shuo and Cayman Dorrans had gone to Country A. To a certain extent, it would help them solve 

many problems. 

“Yuan Shuo has told Cayman Dorrans about you?” Fu Hanzheng asked as he drove. 

Cayman Dorrans had taken Yuan Shuo to Country A, so it was obvious that he had gained Cayman 

Dorrans’ trust. 

And the easiest and most direct way to gain Cayman Dorrans’ trust was to tell him about her. 

“He said that he did not tell him everything, but... Cayman already knows most of it.” Gu Weiwei smiled 

helplessly. No wonder Yuan Shuo called Cayman Dorrans a sly old fox. 

Fu Hanzheng glanced at her. “Are you going to... meet Cayman Dorrans?” 



Cayman Dorrans and the Fu Family did not have a deep grudge with one another, but neither did the Fu 

Family have a good impression of them. 

After all, it was because he had helped the Gu family for all those years that they were unable to get 

their revenge. 

“Not yet, we will see,” Gu Weiwei said calmly. 

Although she and Cayman Dorrans were father and daughter, they had never met as father and 

daughter. 

She heard from Yuan Shuo that his health had deteriorated in recent years, so if she wanted to see him, 

she should meet him soon. 

“Didn’t you say that Will Dorrans killed you?” Fu Hanzheng asked. 

Previously, she had only aroused Will’s suspicion and yet he had gotten someone to instigate the Li 

Family to kill her. 

Her meeting with Cayman Dorrans would be all the more suspicious. 

He knew that he was her father in the past, but this person had too many enemies. If she got too close 

to him, she would inevitably be implicated. 

Although her death was not caused by Cayman Dorrans, it was because of his identity. 

He didn’t object to their father-daughter meeting, but he didn’t want her getting too close to the 

Dorrans family and attracting more danger. 

“I will deal with him after we settle down.” Gu Weiwei’s eyes flashed with coldness as she spoke coldly. 

Because the wedding was imminent and she had to prevent Fu Shengying and Grandma Fu from 

knowing her true identity, she did not have the time to settle scores with Will and Ling Yan. 

However, she was not a magnanimous person. 

Fu Hanzheng reminded her, “Didn’t we agree that I’ll handle these matters? Who else do you want to 

settle the score with?” 

Will Dorrans had already killed her once. How could he possibly dare to allow her to go and get even 

with Will Dorrans himself? 

Gu Weiwei surrendered and said with a smile, “I told you. Now I just want us to finish our wedding in 

peace. I don’t want anything else.” 

“Some things must be thought about,” Fu Hanzheng said. 

“What?” Gu Weiwei asked in surprise. 

Fu Hanzheng drove without changing his expression. 

“About the pregnancy.” 

“It does not mean that there will be results,” Gu Weiwei mumbled. 



Fu Hanzheng said, “Let’s work harder.” 

Gu Weiwei’s lips twitched when she heard his words. 

She really didn’t want him to work hard anymore. He had already worked so hard that her legs would 

turn soft whenever she saw the bed. 

 


